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Grade 5 GENERAL – READING REVISION



Reading (1): Great scientists in history
Read the fact file. Then answer the qurestions:

Put your hand on your heart. Can you feel it
pumping? Do you know what your hear is
pumping around your body? That’s right it is
sending blood around your body. Now take a
deep breath! How do you do this? That’s right!
With your lungs. Your lungs and heart work
together to send blood and oxygen around your
body. To keep you strong and healthy.

Did you know that all this was discovered by a
doctor called Ibn Nafis over 800 years ago? Ibn
Nafis was born near Damascus, in 1210. he
discovered how the heart pumped blood to the
lungs, then around the rest of the body. At that
time, other doctors didn’t know this. They
believed the information they read in very old
books. Ibn Nafis taught them new ideas. They
were amazed by the new information and they
used it to treat their patients better.

Answer the following questions:

1. When was Ibn Nafis born?

___________________________________________________

2. What did Ibn Nafis discover?

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

3. Was Ibn Nafis’s idea written in the old books?

__________________________________________________

4. How did the other doctors use Ibn Nafis’s idea?

________________________________________

___________

___________________________________________________

I learned about Ibn Nafis and his discovery

☺  

Ibn Nafis was born near Damascus, in 1210.

He discovered how the heart
pumped  blood to the lungs, 

They used it to treat their patients better.



1- Ibn Nafis was born near Damascus, in ------------------ .

a- 1209

B- 1210
C-1211 

3-They used it to treat their ---------------- better.

1- doctors

2-students
3-patients

2- Your --------- and heart work together to send blood 

and oxygen around your body. 

a- lungs

B- heart
C- stomach 

* Circle the right answer:



Reading (2): Different types of science

There are hundreds of different types of scientists. Some
work in a laboratory and others work outdoors or in an
office.

• Engineers: some scientists are engineers. They work
out how to build things we need. Sometimes they
study big things like roads, bridges or buildings.
Sometimes they study smaller things like machines for
a doctor to use. They may also study something so
small you can’t see it without a microscope.

• Plant scientists: some scientists work with plants. They
spend time outside working with plants, seeing how
they grow. Sometimes they are in a laboratory too.
They might look at parts of the plant with a
microscope or work in a team with other kinds of
scientists to look at insects that eat plants, or how the
weather affects their plants.

• Earth scientists: some scientists study the earth. They
try to find out more about earthquakes or volcanoes
and why they happen. They might spend time
outside looking at the shape of the hills or collecting
rocks. They might spend time at a computer as well,
trying to work out when earthquakes will happened
or how big they will be.

Read and tick () or ()

1. There are different types of scientists (            ).

2. Scientists work only in laboratory (            ).

3. Engineers work out how to build things (            ).

4. Engineers study about big and small things (       ).

5. Plant scientists work with machines (            ).

6. Plant scientists study about plants (            ).

7. Plant scientists work as a team (            ).

8. Earth scientists study about the earth (            ).

9. Earth scientists try to find out about earthquakes, 

volcanoes, shape of hills and collect rocks (           ).

----------------------------------------------------------

I know about different types of scientists

☺  



1- There are ---------- of  different types of scientists 

a- hundreds 

b- thousands

C- tens

2- Engineers study about ---------------- . 

A- plants

B- big and small things
C-earth 

3- Earth scientists study about the ----------------- . 

A- plants

B- big and small things
C-earth 

* Circle the right answer:



Reading (1): Famous people and their work
Read and match the headings A to D:

1. ___________________________________________

H.H Sheikh Hamadan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum is the Crown Prince of Dubai. Sheikh Hamdan
loves horses, camels, cars and travelling. Everyone calls him
Fazza and he uses this name when he writes his poetry. He is
very famous and he wants people to be happy when they
read his poems.

2. _____________________________________________

Sheikh Hamdan was born on November 14th, 1982 and he is
the son of Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum and
Sheikha Hind bint Maktoum bin Juma Al Maktoum. He is
the second son of their 12 children.

3.______________________________________________

Sheikh Hamdan went to school in Dubai. He also studied in
the UK. He learned that good friends and hard work are
important.

4. _____________________________________________

Sheikh Hamdan does many great things for the UAE. In July
2009, he became president of the Hamdan bin Mohammed
E-University. He also went to the top floor of the Burj
Khalifa with the Emirati flag when the UAE won World Expo
2020

1. Match the headings below with paragraphs 1 to 4

a) About Sheikh Hamdan

b) Date of birth and family life

c) Great things he done for the UAE

d) School life

2. Choose the best answer:

1. Which city is Sheikh Hamdan is the Crown Prince?

a) Abu Dhabi   b) Sharjah c) Dubai

2. When was Sheikh Hamdan born?

a) 1981 b) 1982 c) 2017

3. When did he become the president of Hamdan bin Mohammed e-

university?

a) July 2009             b) June 2009            c) July 2010

I can match the headings with the paragraphs

☺  



Reading (2): Famous people and their work
Read and choose the best answer:

H.H Sheikh Hamadan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum is the Crown Prince of Dubai. Sheikh
Hamdan loves horses, camels, cars and travelling.
Everyone calls him Fazza and he uses this name
when he writes his poetry. He is very famous and he
wants people to be happy when they read his
poems.

Sheikh Hamdan was born on November 14th, 1982
and he is the son of Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum and Sheikha Hind bint Maktoum bin
Juma Al Maktoum. He is the second son of their 12
children.

Sheikh Hamdan went to school in Dubai. He also
studied in the UK. He learned that good friends and
hard work are important.

Sheikh Hamdan does many great things for the
UAE. In July 2009, he became president of the
Hamdan bin Mohammed E-University. He also went
to the top floor of the Burj Khalifa with the Emirati
flag when the UAE won World Expo 2020

Choose the best answer:

1. What do you think about H.H. Sheikh Hamdan?

a) Hard worker b) Lazy c) Selfish

d) Caring e) interesting f) famous

g) Kind h) boring i) brave

Write more adjectives to describe H.H Sheikh 

Hamdan:

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

I can use adjectives to describe people’s personalities

☺  



Reading (3): Fearless Felix
Read and match the headings from activity 1 with
the paragraphs 1 to 4:

1. ______________________________________________

Have you ever dreamed of going to outer space?
Have you ever dreamed of jumping out of a rocket
39045 meters above earth? Well on 14th October
2012, that what Felix Baumgartner did!

2. _______________________________________________

Felix was born in Austria on 20th April 1969. when he
was little, he dreamed about flying and wanted to
be a skydiver when he grew up. When he was five
he trained to be a skydiver and helicopter pilot.

3. ________________________________________________

Felix’s jump from outer space was the highest and
fastest skydiver ever! At one point, because he was
falling too quickly, he began to spin, but he soon
slowed down. Felix spent five years training for the
jump, so he knew all the dangers.

4. _______________________________________________

I think Felix is very brave, he believes in himself and
has no fear. I’d like to be a skydiver like Felix one
day.

1. Match the headings below with paragraphs 1 to 4

a) Childhood

b) Writer’s opinion

c) Great things he has done

d) Questions to get you thinking

2. Choose the best answer:

1. When did Felix jump out of rocket?

a) 14th October 2012 b) 14th May 2017

2. When was Felix born?

a) 1981 b) 1982 c) 1969

3. How many years did Felix spend training for the jump?

a) 6 years             b) 5 years c) 5 months

I can match the headings with the paragraphs

☺  


